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Abstract—Modern-day train operations rely on wireless commu-
nications. Unlike other mobile systems, the train vehicle operations
are tightly interwound with and remain physically close to the
railway and the trackside infrastructure, providing a suitable
platform to deploy leaky-waveguide-based communication. Due to
the train system’s safety-critical application and its exposure to the
public, it is critical to address security in train communications. To
investigate the availability of leaky waveguide communications, we
first study prior leaky waveguide implementations in train systems
and, based on those studies, construct a model to characterize
the path loss of inside-waveguide propagation and the repeater
implementations. Using our model, we analyze the jamming impact
and contrast with jamming in free space without a waveguide. As
a result, we establish that jamming the waveguide takes advantage
of the waveguide infrastructure to extend its impact beyond the
traditional jamming range and breaks the spatial dependence on
the jamming source.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the advent of computing and machine automation,
railway train operations are increasingly becoming human-
independent. For example, fully automatic trains are running
without on-board human drivers in the cities of Singapore,
Shanghai, Dubai, Seoul, and Paris. Public train systems are
quicker to adopt automation than other transportation appli-
cations because, unlike cars and airplanes (which in current
practice rely more heavily on sensing capabilities to make
individual actuation decisions), trains operate in a fixed routine
and their mobility is restricted to one-dimensional rail lines.
The trains’s operational space being limited and consistently
surrounded by the train infrastructure, e.g., railway track, en-
ables centralized control of the train operations. The centralized
controller, Operational Control Center (OCC), has a global view
of the rail line network and controls the train vehicle operations
for safety, traffic control, infotainment, and so on. As the control
is dynamic, OCC and the train vehicles need to be in constant
communication during the trains’s operations. Communication-
based train communication (CBTC) facilitates such control
of train operations as it relies on telecommunication-based
signalling.

The trains are mobile by design and adopt wireless com-
munication to synchronize and communicate with the OCC,
the stations, and other train vehicles. Therefore, there is an air
gap between the mobile trains and the rest of the infrastructure
(OCC, trackside equipments, stations, etc.). This gap space
is shared by the human customers as they move between
the train vehicles and the stations (which are parts of the

train infrastructure). For communication across the air-gap,
many train systems adopt leaky waveguide technology with
the waveguide structure installed parallel to the railway tracks,
so that the waveguide is always near the operating trainborne
antennas (as the trains’s operational scope is restricted along
the railway tracks).

We study the security of communications systems for train
applications. Public train systems are critical infrastructure.
As availability and seamless operation is critical (e.g., even
operational delays can cause societal dysfunction and public
backlashes) and as CBTC-based train operations rely more
heavily on wireless communication, we focus on securing com-
munication availability. Although safety has been well-studied
and multiple layers of redundancy is typically implemented to
thwart natural accidents and failures, security measures have
been lagging since most policy-makers and operators rely on
the fact that the system is closed (in access) and the proto-
cols proprietary and confidential. History has shown that such
security-by-obscurity approach only provides weak security
assurances, prompting many experts to adopt the Kerckhoff’s
principle (that system protocol and implementations are known
to attackers) when they develop measures to secure systems.
Previous failures in real-life train signaling operations [1], [2]
demonstrate the vulnerability of wireless communication for
train systems, and the recent threat demonstrations on car
applications [3]–[5] are alarming to train system engineers
considering that, unlike train systems, the wireless channels
exploited for cars were not even designed to carry mission-
critical operations (mission-critical car operation control lies
within the car and is based more heavily on sensing than
communication).

We investigate the security of the leaky waveguide com-
munications system and make three major contributions. First,
we discuss leaky waveguide systems and how it differs from
the more traditional free wave model. Second, we construct a
model to capture the leaky waveguide system, as the system
parameters are sensitive to the system implementation and vary
in real-life implementations. Third, we validate the impact
of jamming on leaky waveguide (and contrast with the more
traditional RF jamming on free air space) in theoretical analyses
and simulation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses prior work in wireless jamming in open air space
while Section III introduces the leaky waveguide communica-
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Fig. 1. Leaky waveguide deployment in railway systems (left) and the
corresponding trainborne antenna (right)

tion system and discusses literature that studies it. We construct
an implementation-independent model for leaky waveguides in
Section IV and establish our threat model in Section IV-C. Af-
terward, we use the model to analyze the repeater effect and the
SINR in Section V and simulate a waveguide implementation
in train systems to contrast the impact of waveguide jamming
with the open-air jamming in Section VI. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper.

II. PRIOR WORK IN JAMMING

Before we study the train systems, we review the prior
research in wireless jamming which is a threat to communi-
cation availability. The jamming threat, which injects noise or
interference signals to disrupt the wireless communication, has
been well-practiced, e.g., military applications and government
censorship, and is well-studied, e.g., [6]–[11]. However, jam-
ming signals are artificially generated at the point of attack and
are subject to channel attenuation, limiting their propagation
and impact to some distance from that point; as with any wire-
less signal emission, jamming has a finite transmission range
from the signal source in free space. Thus, the prior literature
assumes that the victim is within the jammer’s physical trans-
mission range and propose solutions based on virtual access and
processing, such as spread spectrum [6]–[9], that increases the
resistance to the noise and interference, effectively making the
scenario a power game between the attacker (effective jamming
power) and the legitimate user (effective signal power with
processing gain relative to the jamming power). As we will
see in the rest of the paper (especially in Section VI), jamming
on leaky waveguide breaks this model, effectively extending
the jamming transmission range to cover the entire network.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to present such a
wireless jamming threat and to investigate the security of leaky
waveguide systems in train applications.

III. THE SYSTEM: LEAKY WAVEGUIDE WITH REPEATERS

A. Leaky Waveguide and Free Wave

To send signals over the air, the radio frontend takes the
digital-domain samples, converts it into electromagnetic (EM)

signal waves, and emits them through the antenna(s). To con-
trast leaky waveguide to the traditional free wave technology
(where the EM signal is freely travelling over the open air space,
e.g., without a waveguide), we highlight two features of free
wave model. First, the signal naturally attenuates due to the RF
expansion of the wavefront. Second, a radio transmitter sends
the EM signal oblivious to its surroundings, making the channel
characteristics very sensitive to the physical surroundings and
the locations of both the transmitter and the receiver; such
sensitivity creates variations known as fading.

Leaky waveguide is designed to limit these two aspects of the
free wave model. As the name implies, waveguide technology
guides the wave by restricting its propagation to one dimension
(as opposed to having the wave propagate in three dimensions)
to sustain the signal power over a long distance; the waveguide
also physically establishes and fixes the path between two
communication users to minimize the fading effect and have the
propagation behavior become more uniform across the channel,
e.g., no moving objects between the users. The wave-guiding
structure is typically an air-filled metal structure that extends
between the two users. Figure 1 depicts a waveguide deployed
for trains and the train-borne radio that communicates with the
waveguide.

While the waveguide structure may be sufficient to commu-
nicate longitudinally between stations, the train communication
needs to extend outside of the waveguide for the train vehicles
(which cannot have a probe inside the waveguide as it moves)
and the trackside equipments to access the communication.
Thus, train systems make the waveguide leaky by introducing
slot gaps on the guide surfaces, and the travelling wave that
used to be restricted within the guide structure without the
slot gaps now travels to outside of the guide; each slots acts
like a dipole for signal radiation according to the Small-Hole
Theory [12], [17]. The wave-guiding structures are built parallel
to and near the railway tracks (so that the leaked waves do
not need to travel far away from the guide), and the signal-
receiving antennas on train experience homogeneous signals
as the train moves parallel to the waveguide because of the
following two factors when designing slotted waveguides: the
inter-slot distance is small relative to the distance between the
waveguide and the receiving antenna, creating a dense array
of slot sources [12], [13], [16]; and cavity-backed rectangular
slots are used for broad radiation pattern and quick attenuation
orthogonal to the waveguide-longitudinal axis [18]. Such slotted
waveguide design enables a simpler model in Section IV-B in
the following ways: it enables the adaptation of the well-studied
free-wave model (discussed in Section IV-A) to characterize
the propagation of the signal that exits the waveguide; the
power loss is largely dominated by the radial distance from
the waveguide; and fading from the tunnel and other train
environments becomes marginal.

Because of the leaky nature, leaky waveguide communication
introduces occasional wireless repeaters when supporting longer
distances. To compensate with the loss, the repeaters amplify
the signal received from one side of the waveguide and re-
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Reference Longitudinal loss (dB/km) Radial loss Analyzed Parameters Testbed country
[12] 17 ± 1 62dB at 30cm f, fco, ρwg , b, a, lx, ly France
[13] 14 ± 1 53dB at 25cm lx, ly France
[14] 3 ± 1 22-27dB (distance not specified) f, fco Japan
[15] 13.9 63dB at 32cm f, fco, ρwg , b, a China
[16] 20 60dB at 20cm (N.A.) China

TABLE I
PRIOR STUDY OF LEAKY WAVEGUIDE IN TRAIN APPLICATIONS AND THEIR SYSTEM-BASED MEASUREMENT RESULTS

transmit it to the other side.

B. Leaky Waveguide and Leaky Coaxial Cable

A closely related technology to leaky waveguide is leaky
coaxial cable or leaky feeder where the guiding structure is
replaced by coaxial cables; to contrast, the waveguide lacks
the cable dielectric material and the inner conductor of coaxial
cable and is thus empty inside. Although our model in Sec-
tion IV-B can be adapted to leaky coaxial cables (as they too
use repeaters to deal with the signal loss across the coaxial
cables), we focus on leaky waveguide because the following
aspects make it more suitable for train applications: first, the
metal guide structure for leaky waveguide is more physically
robust than coaxial cables and is thus more suitable for static
environment of train and railways and makes the maintenance
of the system easier (by application design, train systems
require industrial-grade equipments and the infrastructure to be
physically robust); second, leaky waveguide has less propaga-
tion loss in the longitudinal direction than leaky coaxial cables,
especially at frequencies above 1GHz (for example, at 2.5GHz,
a 42-mm-diameter cable attenuation is about 80 dB/km [12]),
making leaky waveguide more suitable for distances in the order
of hundreds of meters or kilometers for human transport appli-
cations of train, as we will see in greater detail in Section III-C.1

For signaling and communication redundancy, leaky waveguide,
leaky coaxial cable, and free wave antennas are sometimes used
in combination.

C. Prior Work in Leaky Waveguide

Leaky waveguide communication in trains are less studied
than the traditional wireless communication (that assumes free
wave) due to their infrastructure-heavy applications and limited
access to the research community (because the implementation
is often proprietary and the details confidential to the system
builder who is contracted by the government that owns the
public train systems). Nevertheless, Table III reviews prior
work in leaky waveguide in train applications and lists the
system measurement results. The table includes the power loss
over distance in the longitudinal (along the wave guide) and
radial directions (moving away from the center of the wave
guide’s cross section) and the parameters that were analyzed
to study the wireless propagation characteristics (in addition to
the travelled distance); the parameters are the wave’s carrier

1The leaky coaxial cable finds greater use in applications such as building
indoors, airplanes, and mines, and its research focus is more on the propagation
characteristics outside of the coaxial cable (as opposed to within and along the
wave guide) [19], [20].

frequency (f ), the cutoff frequency (fco) which is a lower
bound on the operating frequency for signal propagation and is
determined by the cross-sectional dimensions of the waveguide,
the resistivity of the wave-guide material (ρwg), the width and
height of the wave-guide structure (b and a respectively), the
width and height of the slots (lx and ly respectively). We
denote the longitudinal loss rate and the radial loss α and PLr,
respectively, and revisit them in Section IV and in Section V,
respectively. The wave propagation characteristics are sensitive
to the implementation details such as the physical nature of the
wave-guide structure and the physical properties of the wave
signal (e.g., carrier frequency and bandwidth), and the imple-
mentation varies from one operator to another depending on
the application requirements and design decisions. Therefore,
we construct a model that can embrace the dependency on these
system design parameters in Section IV-B and study the model.

IV. OUR SYSTEM MODEL

As in Section III, we limit our discussions to those relevant
to our work. Since our contribution lies in studying multiple
coexisting users (in order to study interference and jamming
impact in leaky waveguides) we focus on the path loss, the
propagation attenuation while the signal travels from one user
(the transmitter) to another (the receiver). We abstract the design
parameters in the physical structure of the leaky waveguide
(e.g., the dimensions and the material of the metal and the
slot length) and the parameters for the communication protocol
(e.g., carrier frequency and bandwidth) from our analyses; these
parameters, studied in the prior work in Section III-C, are static
and fixed after the system implementation.

A. Traditional Free Wave Model

As defined in Section III-A, to contrast with waveguide, we
define free wave to be the signal wave propagation over the open
air space. The basic path loss model has the path loss (PL)
inversely proportional to some exponent (γ) of the travelled
distance (d), i.e., PL ∝ 1

dγ . The path loss is the ratio between
the transmitter power (P ) and the received power (P̃ ), i.e., PL =
P
P̃

(path loss is typically greater than one as signal naturally
attenuates), and the exponent, γ is called path loss exponent.
In decibels (dB), this is rewritten as:

PL = 10γ log10(d) + C (1)

where C is a constant, e.g., fixed by the system implementation.
From Equation 1, the log-distance path loss model abstracts
away from the other parameters, such as the frequency and the
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Fig. 2. An illustration of the signal propagation path on a leaky waveguide

antenna size, by introducing a reference path loss (PL0) and
defining the path loss with respect to the reference [21]; it also
introduces a random variable (X) to capture the fading effect:

PL = PL0 + 10γ log10(d) +X (2)

where X is a Gaussian random variable, i.e., X ∼ N (0, σ2).
There are other models which capture the fading effect in a
system that supports more complicated mobility pattern, e.g., in
car-baesd vehicular ad hoc network (VANET) applications [22],
[23], but log-distance path loss model works well with the one-
dimensionally limited mobility of trains [15].

B. Our Model for Leaky Waveguide with Repeaters

In leaky waveguide system, the signal does not only stay
within the waveguide but also leaks outside of the waveguide
to reach the train-borne antenna (which is positioned outside of
the waveguide). As Figure 2 illustrates, the signal propagation
path of leaky waveguide system consists of the followings: (1)
on one end, the track-side access point (which is connected via
internal wired communication to the rest of the infrastructure,
such as the station and the OCC) is connected to the leaky
waveguide via a coupling unit; (2) the signal propagates lon-
gitudinally along the waveguide; (3) to compensate with the
longitudinal loss, wireless repeaters amplify and re-transmit the
signal; (4) some signal leaks through the slots by design; and
(5) the leaked signal propagates through free wave to reach the
train-borne antenna.

Thus, the path consists parts of both inside of the waveguide
in the longitudinal direction and outside of the waveguide in the
radial direction; the path loss and the distance travelled in the
longitudinal direction are denoted as PLl and dl, respectively,
and those in the radial direction are PLr and dr, respectively.
The loss by the repeater is denoted as PLrptr. Thus, the path
loss of waveguide (PL) is:

PL = PLl + PLrptr + PLr (3)

By design, the repeater amplifies the signal and thus PLrptr is
negative, i.e., PLrptr = −Crptrb dl

drptr
c where bxc is the ceiling

of some x (the largest integer not greater than x) and Crptr and
drptr are the system design parameters of the wireless repeater
amplifying gain and the distance between consecutive repeaters,
respectively; Crptr is the effective gain, i.e., the power ratio
between the output of the repeater and the input.

Now we dissect the terms in Equation 3 and investigate
PLl and PLr. As discussed in Section III-C, the longitudinal
loss is the focus of study in the waveguide and is linear in
dB [12]–[15]. Thus, PLl = Ccplng + αdl where Ccplng is
the coupling loss and α is the rate of loss over dl. As for
the radial loss with leaking signal, the slot is functionally
equivalent to a magnetic dipole [12], [15] and thus it follows
the free wave model of Equation 2 after the signal escapes
from the waveguide, as discussed in Section III-A. Thus,
PLr = PL0,r + 10γ log10(dr) + Xr where PL0,r corresponds
to that of the leakage through the slot and Xr accounts for the
fading of the free wave after the leakage. Then, the path loss
(PL) becomes:

PL = PLl + PLrptr + PLr

= Ccplng + αdl − Crptrb
dl
drptr

c

+PL0,r + 10γ log10(dr) +Xr (4)

C. Our Threat Model

We consider a malicious attacker that threatens the avail-
ability of train communication system. In specific, the attacker
injects jamming signals to disrupt the mission-critical commu-
nication for the CBTC train operations. This threat is distinct
from accidental interference, which has recently been studied
for train systems [24], [25]. As many countries do not assign
separate frequency band for train communications, the train
system experiences in-band interference and is designed ac-
cordingly; the system designers build robustness against natural
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interference by implementing virtual protection via filtering
and spread spectrum. However, even though such measures
are effective against natural interference, it does not defeat
sophisticated attacker who a priori knows the protocol measure
by Kerchkoff’s principle (which is a standard assumption in
computer security research), can sense the spectrum for reactive
jamming, and can breach the spreading pattern (if proactive
spreading/hopping is used); in short, the measure is not de-
signed for security (against a malicious and resource-capable
attacker) but for safety. Real-life incidents of disruption due to
accidental interference, e.g., [1], show the potential vulnerabili-
ties that modern-day train communications have against a more
advanced threat/failure scenario.

The attacker can also beamform its signal for greater im-
pact, whether the beamforming direction is along the railway
trajectory toward the travelling train (for free-wave jamming)
or pointing downward toward the railway-adjacent waveguide
(for waveguide jamming). For example, prior work in CBTC
signalling proposes using beamforming radar for better perfor-
mance in longitudinal loss rate α [26].

Radio-based attacks are feasible in train systems because, un-
like other critical infrastructure applications (where the control
system access is far away from the general public), the train
system shares space with the public, and the consumers are
in close proximity to the system communication infrastructure
(as they are within the train). This significantly lowers the cost
of wireless signal and interference injection, as has happened
with a TV remote controller-based frontend [2]. Even though
the attacker spatially coexists with the train infrastructure and
can affect it remotely using the air medium, it does not need to
physically compromise the infrastructure, e.g., by penetrating
the waveguide and probing or emitting signals from within it.

V. ANALYSES

We constructed a path loss model that captures the waveguide
propagation, repeaters, and the radial loss from the slots in
Section IV-B and contrasted it with free wave model that does
not have a waveguide infrastructure, which is discussed in
Section IV-A. In this section, we study and use the model to
provide insights about leaky waveguide communication system.

A. Repeater Effect

To compensate with the path loss, leaky waveguide incorpo-
rates repeaters for long-distance train systems. The repeaters,
by design, take the input signal from one side and amplify
and re-transmit the signal to the other side. We capture this
effect in our model in Section IV-B. In Figure 3, the repeater
impact corresponds to a non-increasing step function where the
decreasing step sizes are constants of Crptr; as a consequence,
the loss in the longitudinal direction (PLl+PLrptr) experiences
Crptr drop whenever it encounters an amplifying repeater; the
horizontal axis is in units of the inter-repeater distance, drptr.
Aside from the waveguide propagation, the use of repeaters is
critical in determining the jamming impact, as we will see in
Section V-B.

PL (dB)

1 2 3 4
dl (drptr)

PLrptr

PLl + PLrptr

Ccplng

Fig. 3. The repeater effect of the path loss

B. Jamming and SINR

Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is a widely used metric to
characterize the wireless channel quality and affects the channel
capacity, which is an upper bound on the reliable communica-
tion rate, e.g., R < B log2 (1 + SNR) by Shannon. Given a
communication protocol that fixes the data bit rate (R) and
the bandwidth (B), SNR effectively decides whether reliable
communication is possible, regardless of how the signal is
processed afterward. Thus, the attacker’s goal is to lower the
SNR by injecting noise-like interference, making the effective
SNR to be signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR). If the
attacker reduces the SINR, so that the capacity is lower than
the transmission data rate R (i.e., R > B log2 (1 + SNR)), then
it successfully disrupts the communication. Thus, the attacker
goal is to reduce the receiver SINR below a threshold τ ′ (e.g.,
τ ′ = 2

R
B − 1):

SINR < τ ′ (5)

Given that P̃ ′ is the received power,

SINR =
P̃S

′

P̃I
′
+ P̃N

′ <
P̃S

′

P̃I
′ < τ ′ (6)

The first inequality is a tight bound because it is an interference-
limited system due to the jammer, i.e., P̃I

′
> P̃N

′
; it also

provides a conservative solution for the jammer that makes
SINR < τ ′ regardless of the noise power. In dB, Equation 6
becomes:

P̃I − P̃S > τ (7)

where τ = 10 log10 τ
′, P̃I = 10 log10 P̃I

′
, and P̃S =

10 log10 P̃S
′
. Since P̃I = PI − PLI,R and P̃S = PS − PLS,R,

where PLI,R is the path loss the jammer’s interference experi-
ences at the victim receiver and PLS,R is the path loss for the
signal to the same receiver, Equation 7 becomes the following:

PI − PS > PLI,R − PLS,R + τ (8)

Now, we study PLI,R and PLS,R in greater details. We first
study the radial component of path loss from the waveguide
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to the trainborne antenna, PLr, which affects both PLI,R and
PLS,R, and establish that it is constant in train implementations.

When using waveguide-based communication in general set-
tings, as can be seen in Equation 4, PLr depends on the
radial direction dr and the fading Xr, i.e., PLr = PL0,r +
10γ log10(dr) + Xr. However, in train systems where the
waveguide and the train motion trajectory are parallel, the
distance dr between the (closest part of) waveguide and the
receiver remains constant; also, σ = 0 and thus Xr = 0 as
the line-of-sight dominates because of the leaky-slot design
as discussed in Section III-A. Thus, PLr is constant in train
implementations, which corroborates prior studies in waveguide
(e.g., Table III) which fixes the radial loss between the waveg-
uide and the trainborne radio. Compared to the signal travelling
through and inside the waveguide, the signal that takes the free-
wave path and travels outside of the waveguide (in which case
the channel loss is described in Equation 2) quickly attenuates
and becomes marginal as the distance increases2; we further
analyze this effect in Section VI. If we denote PLr to capture
the independence of PLr with respect to dr and Xr and PLI,wg
to correspond to the loss of the signal path from jammer to the
waveguide (i.e., PLI,wg = PL0,r+10γ log10(dI,wg)+Xr), the
path loss between the jammer and the receiver becomes:

PLI,R = PLI,wg + αdI,R − Crptrb
dI,R
drptr

c+ PLr

= PL0,r + 10γ log10(dI,wg) +Xr

+αdI,R − Crptrb
dI,R
drptr

c+ PLr (9)

In contrast to the jammer’s interference path (that experi-
ences PLI,R to enter the waveguide), the legitimate signal gets
injected to the waveguide by wired connection and coupling,
and thus the path loss becomes:

PLS,R = Ccplng + αdS,R − Crptrb
dS,R
drptr

c+ PLr (10)

Using Equation 9 and Equation 10, the jamming
power cost for successful attack in Equation 8 becomes:

PI − PS > PL0,r + 10γ log10(dI,wg) +Xr

+αdI,R − Crptrb
dI,R
drptr

c+ PLr + τ

−{Ccplng + αdS,R − Crptrb
dS,R
drptr

c+ PLr}

= −Ccplng + PL0,r +Xr + 10γ log10(dI,wg) + τ

+α (dI,R − dS,R)− Crptr

(
b dI,R
drptr

c − b dS,R
drptr

c
)

(11)

Thus, after the communication system is deployed, the jamming
power cost relative to the signal power is dependent on the
following parameters: the jammer’s distance from the
waveguide (dI,wg), the distance between the jammer and the

2The train communication system that emulates physical waveguide in free
wave, e.g., via directional antenna/beamforming and radar [26], and uses
wireless relays/repeaters in open air is another promising direction for long-
distance communication but is beyond the scope of this work.
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Fig. 4. Jammer’s channel gain when jamming the waveguide and jamming
on free wave

receiver relative to the source-receiver distance (dI,R − dS,R)
and how many more times the jammer’s interference signal
encounters the repeater relative that of the source transmission
(b dI,R

drptr
c − b dS,Rdrptr

c).

VI. SIMULATION

We simulate a train communication system to show the
vulnerability of waveguide jamming. We adhere to the Elec-
tronic Industries Alliance Waveguide WR 430 (supporting
1.7 - 2.60GHz frequency band) and use the parameters and
the measurements from [12], which yields Ccplng = 0.3dB,
α = 17dB/km, PLr = 62dB at f = 2.4GHz and dr = 30cm3;
we also use Crptr = 52dB, PS = 23dBm, and B =20MHz,
which values fall in the range of typical train system design. For
the free wave model, we use γ = 2, which corroborates with
He et al. [27] when the free-wave radio transmitter is located
at a comparable height to the receiver.

From the aforementioned parameters, we make a design
choice of inter-repeater distance (drptr) for the repeater
implementation, given that the receiver supports the SNR-
threshold of τ = 10dB and the noise experienced is dominated
by the circuit noise (i.e., PN=-174+73 = -101dBm because the
thermal noise level is -174dBm/Hz and B =20Hz=73dBHz).
As discussed in Section V-B, the SNR at the receiver
needs to be greater than τ anywhere in operation scope of
CBTC (e.g., along the railway) and SNR > τ, ∀dS,R yields:

PS − Ccplng − αdS,R + Crptrb
dS,R
drptr

c − PLr − τ − PN > 0, ∀dS,R (12)

Equation 12 with the aforementioned system parameters yields
−17dS,R + 52b dS,Rdrptr

c + 51.7 > 0, and solving it results
in: drptr < 3.04km, ∀dS,R. We fix drptr = 2.5km to
accommodate the signal fluctuation due to the wireless

3These values are affected by the system deployment and the corresponding
parameters. In this case, the parameters (as defined in Section III-C) were: TE01
propagation mode, fco = 1.37GHz, the waveguide surface made of aluminum
alloy and with a size of 109.2mm×54.6mm (as defined in WR 430 standard),
and the slot dimensions of 19mm×3mm.
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channel, leaving 9.18dB error margin for the first repeater and
9.5dB margin for the rest of the repeaters (as the SNR reaches
the minimum as it encounters the first signal-amplifying
repeater). Using greater drptr (within the constraint of
drptr < 3.04km for the first repeater and drptr < 3.059km
for the rest of the repeaters) makes the system less tolerant to
channel errors and signal fluctuations.

We study the jamming power behavior and contrast the
two jamming strategies of using the waveguide and using
free wave without the waveguide. Assuming that the jam-
ming source is at the same height as the trainborne-antenna
and the same distance from the waveguide, Figure 4 shows
the result where the horizontal axis is the jammer-receiver
distance (dI,R) and the vertical axis is the expected jam-
mer’s channel gain (which is the inverse of loss). Given
the same transmitting power, jamming the waveguide causes
greater interference at the receiver than jamming on free
wave when dI,R ∈ (2.5, 4)

⋃
(5, 7.375)

⋃
(7.5,∞) due to the

signal-amplifying repeaters in the waveguide communication
infrastructure (which effect is discussed in Section V-A). Also,
because the communication system needs to be conservative
to tolerate the channel randomness and error, e.g., the repeater
using smaller drptr to ensure that the (decodable) signal does
reach the repeater, there is a positive drift in the channel
gain, and the expected interference power by the jammer
continues getting boosted as it travels in the waveguide. For
example, after dI,R > 12.5km, the interference power never
becomes less than what the receiver would have experienced if
it were at dI,R = 0 (i.e., the point in the waveguide where
jammer signal gets injected). Thus, jamming the waveguide
takes advantage of the power-amplifying aspect of waveguide
communication infrastructure to expand its impact throughout
the CBTC communication scope, regardless of the jamming
source’s location, and challenges the jamming (transmission)
range notion which the traditional free-wave-based jamming
widely adopts.

VII. CONCLUSION

Jamming in open air is well-studied in wireless security.
However, repeater-based leaky waveguide system is distinct
from open air-based communications and is deployed for
infrastructure-interwound train applications. To investigate the
jamming vulnerability of leaky waveguide communication sys-
tem, we study prior work in leaky waveguide and construct
an implementation-independent model. Using that model, we
show that the jamming impact extends throughout the train
communication space, which is in contrast to the traditional
model that adopts finite jamming range (due to the natural
signal attenuation from the jamming source in the open air).
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